Introducing...
Jason Hyde-Hills
“Enthusiasm”; “infectious energy”; “positive, can do attitude”; “innovative” - these are just some of the
things people are saying about Jason Hyde-Hills.
Jason Hyde-Hills’ honesty, reliability and professionalism have been praised by clients who have found his
approachable yet market astute style the key to a successful real estate outcome. Having the ability to
build lasting and trusted working relationships with people enables Jason to excel in the competitive
Tauranga market place.
His relaxed, easy-going nature immediately puts people at ease when they are contemplating selling their
biggest asset—their home. He works with empathy, tenacity and integrity to optimise opportunities for
his vendors and to match prospective buyers with properties which meet their needs, goals and wants.
Jason's lateral thinking, smart negotiating skills and
respectful demeanour are cementing his reputation
as one of Real Estates "Good Guys". His ability to
keep his clients’ stress levels down while treading the
fine line of a successful property negotiation, Jason
says deal making is what keeps him fired up. Leaving
his ego at the door, Jason is backed by the forward
thinking Crockford brand with the emphasis on
maximizing values for clients through an
uncompromising service.
Having over 15 years of sales and marketing under his
belt and an enduring interest in property design and
renovation, Jason understands the key elements of
successfully marketing your home, in order to achieve
maximum value from his wealth of experience.
A dedicated family man with a keen interest in outdoor sports including surfing, golf, cricket and fishing.
This is the perfect combination for a relaxed healthy
lifestyle that Tauranga provides and where Jason
feels he is "Living The Dream".

JASON HYDE-HILLS
DD: 07 570 0977
M: 021 887 660
E: jason@crockfords.co.nz

When contemplating the Real Estate decision contact
Jason, he can give you the best advice so you can
achieve your objectives.
If you want an unprecedented level of personal
service and the best possible result call Jason now!

